BUSINESS PLAN 2018 - 2021

We are

and we are in the business of

PIONEERING POTENTIAL

Pedestrian Ltd
Registered Charity No. 1140032
www.pedestrian.info
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WE WANT TO LIVE IN
A WORLD WHERE:
No person is deemed a failure, lost cause,
or not good enough.
People have a space to build the core skills
we feel are needed to become effective
members of society.
People achieve their goals, broaden their horizons
through access to high quality developmental
activity, and have upward social mobility.
Creative thinking and the arts are seen as key
tools, fundamental to any person’s education.
People care about the barriers faced by others
and seek to support the achievement of others.
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WE AIM TO ACHIEVE OUR VISION
OF THE WORLD BY:
Designing and delivering high quality developmental programmes
for young people and adults experiencing barriers to achieving their
goals, particularly those experiencing disadvantage
or challenging circumstances.
Collaborating effectively in strategic partnerships.
Accrediting our programmes wherever possible.
Championing art, culture and creativity as key tools
to deliver our aims.
Embodying best practice in all we do and acting as noisy
advocates for the good work of others.
Raising the bar, aiming for excellence in everything we do,
and adopting quality marks of our partners.
Developing the self-confidence, resilience, self-determination,
social skills and desire to learn in every individual we engage.
Taking a long-term approach, investing in early-interventions
and preventative programmes.
Disseminating our knowledge as widely as possible through a
variety of media.
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HISTORY
Pedestrian was conceived in late 1997 as a vehicle for providing training to 11-24 year olds in the
creation of music using vinyl records and turntables, or Turntablism.
In 1998 the organisation was formally constituted as a not-for-profit. A successful Awards for All
grant enabled the establishment of premises in Northampton, seeing over 150 x 11-24 year olds
pass through its doors in its first year.
From 1999 to 2004 the organisation continued to grow, developing a pool of regional coordinators
and tutors and expanding delivery into web and graphic design, event promotion, break dancing,
graffiti, skateboarding, BMX and basketball. Pedestrian became part of the Kettering and Corby
Youth Music Action zone, securing funds from the National Foundation for Youth Music that
helped to further develop Pedestrian’s influence in regional provision for young people
experiencing disadvantage.
In 2004 The Tutoritool™; The world’s first interactive turntablism tutorial vinyl tool was conceived
and produced by Pedestrian. The product was created in order to teach and inspire the next
generation of artists and turntablists, and evolved through 3 versions in its history, achieving
international recognition.
In 2007 Pedestrian launched into a new phase in it’s history, becoming a charity registered in
England and Wales, having firmly cemented it’s roots in the East Midlands with a base in the heart
of Leicester’s Cultural Quarter.
2008 to 2013 saw Pedestrian developing its offer of Alternative Education Provision (AEP) for
young people aged 14-16 at risk of exclusion from mainstream education. A programme of Level
1 and Level 2 accredited programmes was established with the OCNWMR (Open College
Network West Midlands) awarding body. Pedestrian’s delivery widened to encompass multiple
artforms with a core focus of Pioneering Potential in all those we engage.
2013 to 2018 saw huge changes in the shape of the charity, expanding in capacity through a
widened staff team, expanding programmes including the breadth of courses offered through
AEP and qualifications accredited via the NCFE awarding body, and deepening the impact made
in wide-ranging communities of need thanks to an ever growing list of supporters, partners,
tutors and funders.
The energy and innovation of our early beginnings flows through all we do, responding swiftly to
needs identified and taking pride in training generation after generation of arts practitioners and
educators to take our values forward.
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HOW WE OPERATE
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OUR PROGRAMME
Our programme consists of four main areas:

EARLY INTERVENTION AND OUTREACH
Programmes which aim to invest in the potential of those
experiencing barriers such as isolation caused by
geographical or economical factors, or those at risk of
criminalisation or other harmful/risky practices.

ALTERNATIVE EDUCATION
Programmes which aim to support those struggling or who
have struggled in mainstream education to achieve their goals.
Utilising mentoring principles to develop the whole person,
alongside a framework of recognised accreditation which is
appropriate to the level, needs and interest of the learner.

PROGRESSION AND TRAINING
Supporting young people and adults to progress into the next
phase of their education/training, including programmes which
seek to train emerging practitioners and practicing
professionals.

ACCREDITATION

Pedestrian currently offer qualifications through the NCFE
awarding body (including qualifications recognised under
progress 8), and all levels of Arts Award. It is our aim to
continue to offer qualifications which deliver the best possible
outcomes for those undertaking them, in terms of
appropriateness of content and requirements, but also in terms
of value in securing suitable progression opportunities.
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IMPACT MADE
Over the last 20 years, Pedestrian has made vast impact in the lives of those we engage.
Here’s a taste of the difference we’ve made:

12,451

workshops delivered

2017 STATISTICS

57% 124% 105%
increase in resilience

increase in confidence

increase in value of learning

“Pedestrian’s experience of working with young people in enabling them to take a lead
role and make their own decisions is of great importance.” Arts Council England
“The tutors had a great rapport with our students and they were amazed
by the recording activity.” Lutterworth High School
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OUR AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 2018-2028
We want to offer the best possible opportunities to those that
we engage with, and currently see the following long-term
organisational goals as the best way of achieving these aims:

To own a fit-for-purpose building
recognised as a multifunctional
centre of excellence.

To operate a rolling tutor training facility
which instills best practice and develops
future leaders in participatory
arts and social impact.

To be nationally recognised as a hub for
socially impactful arts and creativity
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2018 - 2021 PLAN
In order to build towards our long-term goals the following
key performance indicators have been identified:

IMPACT
2018

2019

2020

2021

Define Impact
report system

Refresh case study and
testimonial capturing

Refine Impact report
system and explore
quality standards

Triangulate impact with
external data

Explore additional
measures to
demonstrate impact
(psychometrics,
neuroscience)

Demonstrate impact in
key areas

3 presentations at
conferences and events.

4 presentations at
conferences and events.

4 presentations at
conferences and events.

Target numbers:
1000 distinct workshops
1000 participants
20 partnerships

Target numbers:
1100 distinct workshops
1100 participants
23 partnerships

Target numbers:
1200 distinct workshops
1200 participants
25 partnerships

Target numbers:
1300 distinct workshops
1300 participants
25 partnerships
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PROGRAMME
2018

2019

2020

2021

Produce a programme of Early intervention; Alternative education and Progression projects,
feat. accreditation wherever possible.

Develop CPD and Level
3 Education and Training
delivery into an annual
programme

Produce Organisational
development strategy
covering internal
investment from portion
of reserves

Market CPD and L3 EAT
to independent
practitioners and
organisations, part
funding programme
through traded income

Produce CPD and L3
EAT programme

Produce CPD and L3
EAT programme

Develop business model
from Project Finance
Health and Social
Impact reports,
exploring pilot expansion
projects as appropriate

Develop business model
from Project Finance
Health and Social
Impact reports

Develop business model
from Project Finance
Health and Social
Impact reports

Implement
organisational
development strategy.

Explore CRM systems

Review suitability of
premises and explore
options
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EARLY INTERVENTION
AND OUTREACH

ALTERNATIVE
EDUCATION

PROGRESSION AND
TRAINING

Programmes which aim to invest in
the potential of those experiencing
barriers such as isolation caused
by geographical or economical
factors, or those at risk of
criminalisation or other
harmful/risky practices.

Programmes which aim to
support those struggling or who
have struggled in mainstream
education to achieve their goals.
Utilising mentoring principles to
develop the whole person,
alongside a framework of
recognised accreditation which
is appropriate to the level, needs
and interest of the learner.

Supporting young people and
adults to progress into the next
phase of their education/training,
including programmes which
seek to train emerging
practitioners and practicing
professionals.

E.g. ‘CONCEPT’ funded by Youth
Music is a 3 year programme
supporting targeted groups of young
people experiencing isolation or
disadvantage. The project delivers
week long residencies, in which young
people produce a concept album
alongside professional musicians and
sound engineers.

E.g. ‘AEP - Business Box’ in
partnership with city and county
behaviour partnerships and
individual schools, supporting young
people aged 14-16 to achieve a
Level 1 or 2 Certificate in Business
and Enterprise.

E.g. ‘Produce and Progress’ funded
by Children in Need, supporting
groups of young people experiencing
isolation or deprivation to design and
deliver a 12 week programme of
social change relevant to their
community in partnership with trained
artists. The project also trains 2 new
tutors each year, accredited via a
Level 3 Award in
Education and Training.

ACCREDITATION
Pedestrian currently offer qualifications through NCFE (including qualifications recognised under progress
8), and all levels of Arts Award. It is our aim to continue to offer qualifications which deliver the best
possible outcomes for those undertaking them, in terms of appropriateness of content and requirements,
but also in terms of value in securing suitable progression opportunities.
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GOVERNANCE
2018

2019

2020

2021

Produce Trustee Roles
Specifications

Produce knowledge
areas and gap review
(annually)

Produce knowledge
areas and gap review
(annually)

Produce knowledge
areas and gap review
(annually)

Redefine reporting
systems (Producing
Agenda, Director report,
Risk register, Finance
reports pro forma)

Review reporting
systems (annually)

Review reporting
systems (annually)

Review reporting
systems (annually)

Plan and implement
Trustee recruitment to
increase board
membership to approx 8
trustees
Produce 2018-2021
Business Plan

Trustee recruitment as
appropriate (bi-annually
unless risks identified)

Review and adapt
business plan (annually)
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Review and adapt
business plan (annually)

Produce 2021-2024
Business Plan
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FINANCE
2018

2019

2020

2021

Set Income Targets and
operational budget for
2019

Set Income Targets and
operational budget for
2020

Set Income Targets and
operational budget for
2021

Set Income Targets and
operational budget for
2022

Report - Evaluating
current income streams,
researching additional
income streams

Report - Evaluating
current income streams,
researching additional
income streams

Report - Evaluating
current income streams,
researching additional
income streams

Report - Evaluating
current income streams,
researching additional
income streams

Produce project by
project financial health
reports

Produce project by
project financial health
reports

Produce project by
project financial health
reports

Produce project by
project financial health
reports

Publish reserve policy,
including premises
procurement budget
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EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT
What are the external factors that could have an impact upon our business plan over the next 3 years?

POLITICAL
Under Conservative Government o Harder cuts to services
o Increased need for our work due to
above
o Ebacc and educational changes
Under Labour Government o Unknown quantity at present,
although assumed increased
investment in social services
Education Changes - need to be in some
form of education/training until 18
Acadamisation and free schools plus local
gov cuts
Apprenticeship opportunities, including
apprenticeship levy

SOCIAL
Increased recognition of need for
employability skills alongside qualifications
Changing attitude to FE/HE amongst young
people
Range of apprenticeships on offer

LEGAL
GDPR legislation
Accessibility of current building
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ECONOMIC
Brexit and associated economic impact as a
result of uncertainty
Schools funding models may change
o Increased need to demonstrate
economical model to remain a
competitive provider
Squeeze on funders, more competition for
less funding
Who will be offering regular funding in the
future?

TECHNOLOGICAL
Increased need for tech skill such as coding
Creative use of tech, digital arts etc…

ENVIRONMENTAL
STEM/STEAM opportunities, particular focus
on female students
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RESOURCES REQUIRED
PREMISES

Leicester/Shire
Accessible by public transport
Desk space for 6 staff
Separate staff and learner toilets
Two workshop spaces of adequate size to house groups
of up to 30.
Accessible to wheelchair users (Desirable)

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Director - overseeing strategic direction
Education Manager - overseeing AEP
Project management team (Adequate number to cover
projects, diverse skills across team)
Admin/Finance role - supporting management of premises
and equipment, financial checks and systems.
Delivery team, employed or freelance, suitably skilled to
deliver quality workshops in specific mediums, coupled
with core knowledge around safeguarding, behaviour
management, and mentoring.
Volunteers and interns to support delivery as appropriate
Accredited delivery requires specific skills/qualifications,
including Arts Award advisor training, IQA and assessor
training.

✓
✓
✓

EQUIPMENT

Industry standard wherever possible
Sufficient numbers of equipment to fulfill range of projects
and workshops delivered

✓
✓

FINANCE

Small amount of reserves to act as cash match for funding
applications
Small amount of reserves to invest in staff and team
development
Sufficient income to cover core overheads and to deliver
projects in our core programme areas.

✓

STAFF
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✓
✓

✓
✓

✗
✓
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APPENDICES
1. IMPACT
1.1. Monitoring and Evaluation Plan
2. PROGRAMME
2.1. Partner development strategy
2.2. Engagement Strategy
3. GOVERNANCE
3.1. Organisational Development Strategy
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4.1. Financial Projections
4.2. Income Generation Strategy
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